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MIMESIS EDIZIONI is an Italian leading publishing house in the field of 
humanities founded in 1987 as a cultural association which became Ltd  
in 2006. 

Its catalogue includes over 5.000 titles by the most important International 
philosophers and thinkers in both Eastern and Western culture. 
Today, Mimesis Group also houses the Jouvence and Società Aperta imprints.

Mimesis works in synergy and close collaboration with several universities and 
cultural centres across Europe. A strong cosmopolitan spirit is the basis for our 
decision to publish texts in different languages: 

• Italian (www.mimesisedizioni.it)
• English (www.mimesisinternational.com)
• French (www.editionsmimesis.fr)
• German (www.mimesisverlag.de)

Other languages are used in its scientific journals too.

Our full support for freedom of thought and our willingness to encourage new 
ideas have naturally led Mimesis to expand its range of action towards new areas, 
related or complementary to our consolidated philosophical publishing. These 
fields include social sciences, history, politics, psychology, photography, and 
Italian, European and global current events, which we have been successfully 
promoting in Italy for decades.

Mimesis is committed to respond in a unique and original way to the 
challenges posed by today’s publishing industry, in order to take an 
active part in the contemporary cultural context, marked by the role 
of the new media, through an ever-increasing interaction between 

different fields of knowledge.
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HISTORY,
POLITICS
AND CURRENT 
EVENTS



Massimo Vassallo

A BRIEF HISTORY  
OF UKRAINE
FROM 1914  
TO PUTIN’S INVASION

PUBLISHED – 2022

EXTENT – 384 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

4

FOCUS POINTS
• A precise reconstruction of the events that led to the 2014 

uprising and a careful dissection of the ways in which these 
events resulted in conflict

• A must-read for anyone who wants to understand the deep-
rooted causes of the Russian-Ukrainian conflict

A brief and essential history of Ukraine, the long-time melting pot of people whose 
affairs have remained little known beyond the nation’s borders, or else that have been 
shared only through the filter of the historical events of neighbouring countries. Short 
and to the point, it is an essential read that brings to light crucial events of the 20th and 
21st centuries up to the time of Putin’s invasion. Vassallo’s historical and geopolitical 
analysis allows the reader to immerse themselves in the history of Eastern Europe 
from a different angle than that traditionally offered by Moscow or Warsaw, allotting 
due concern to Kyiv’s point of view. In this way, readers are able to understand the 
instability in this region—an instability that is linked to an ethnic stratification that has 
solidified over the centuries, that has ancient roots, and that has resulted in rifts and 
conflicts that are difficult to resolve.

Massimo Vassallo (1968) completed his doctorate in History of International Relations at Sapienza 
University of Rome. He delivered a series of lectures on historical-political and ethno-religious sub-
jects at the Scuola di Applicazione Militare di Torino. One of his principal research interests is the 
history of Eastern Europe, particularly the Ukrainian-Belorussian and ex-Soviet worlds.



Emiliano Brancaccio

THE CAPITALIST WAR
COMPETITION 
CENTRALISATION 
CONFLICT

FORTHCOMING (2022) 

EXTENT – 200 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

5

FOCUS POINTS
• A critical reflection from one of the foremost intellectuals  

in Italy

• A sharp analysis of today’s turbulent historical moment  
of liberal democracies in crisis and threats of war

Forgotten by the heirs of the worker’s movement, Marx is principally read, cited, and 
celebrated today by those working in the world of finance, from the Financial Times to 
The Economist. Paradoxical at first glance, the phenomenon is explained by the interest 
of the dominant class in the greater ambition of the Marxist ideology: to reveal the laws 
of capitalism in order to drive the historical process forward. This is the case of the 
trend toward the concentration of capital into fewer and fewer hands, which modern 
research tools are able to empirically prove. Studying this powerful general trend can be 
useful in reigniting scientific discourse on the underlying nature of the turbulent current 
historical moment of crises among liberal democracies and threats of war.

Emiliano Brancaccio is associate professor in economic policy at the University of Sannio (Benevento). 
Author of essays that have been published in numerous international academic journals, he supported 
the ‘economists’ warning’ against European austerity measures and the call for an ‘anti-virus plan’ (piano 
anti-virus), both published in the Financial Times.



Roberto Biorcio
Matteo Pucciarelli (eds.)

WE WANTED TO 
CHANGE THE WORLD
HISTORY OF  
THE AVANGUARDIA OPERAIA 
FROM 1968-1977 

PUBLISHED – 2021

EXTENT – 302 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• A history of one of the most important movements of the extra-

parliamentary Left told from the voice of one of its leading 
protagonists

• A detailed reflection on the political pressures driving the 1968 
movement

The years from 1968 to 1977 represent a period of struggles that would change 
society, a period of rebellion, hopes, passions, and politics that gave life a purpose. 
New organisations were founded that shared a desire to ‘change the world’, buoyed up 
by similar dynamics emerging on the international stage. The Avanguardia Operaia was 
one of the foremost political organisations of the new Left dedicated to the struggles 
facing numerous areas of society. This volume reconstructs the organisation’s history 
mainly through the real-life testimony of its participants. The analysis of collected 
interviews allows for a detailed reflection on the processes of political associations 
between militant activists in the 1970s, defining the profile of their political objectives 
as well as their effects on the transformation of private life over the coming years. 

Roberto Biorcio teaches political science at the University of Milan-Bicocca. His research activities 
concentrate on political and social participation, parties, associations, and social movements.
Matteo Pucciarelli is a journalist at La Repubblica and lives and works in Milan. He has written 
essays on the Leftist organisations of Podemos in Spain and Syriza in Greece.
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Elia Rosati

CASAPOUND ITALIA
THIRD MILLENNIUM FASCISTS

PUBLISHED – 2018

EXTENT – 240 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• Who are the fascists of the third millennium, and what do 

they want?

• ‘The hybrid seduction of neofascism in the age of the economic 
crisis: CasaPound Italia is a historiographical investigation 
written in the style of a first-person report’ – il Manifesto

In over 15 years of existence, CasaPound Italia has become the most concrete neofas-
cist organisation in the messy world of the extreme Right, gaining support among new 
contingents of the population. A historical-political journey from racism, an apologia of 
Mussolinian squadrismo, Alba-Dorata-style streetside militantism, and unscrupulous 
communication—in sum, who are these third-millennium fascists, and what do they 
want? Elia Rosati examines the rise of present-day Black Shirts active in Italy during 
the economic crisis. The appendix of the text includes an essay by Valerio Renzi on the 
relationships between CasaPound and organised crime groups and lone-wolf Gianluca 
Casseri, a sympathiser who in 2011 murdered two Senegalese men, Samb Modou 
and Diop Mor, in broad daylight in Florence.

Elia Rosati teaches and researches at the Faculty of Political Science and the Department of Historical 
Studies at the University of Milan. He has focused on Italian and German neofascism for many years 
and has more recently probed populist nationalism in Western Europe, collaborating with newspapers, 
academic journals, and independent media organisations. Together with Aldo Giannuli, he published 
Storia di Ordine Nuovo with Mimesis in 2017.
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Norberto Bobbio

WHICH SOCIALISM?
THOUGHTS ON  
AN ALTERNATIVE

PUBLISHED – 2022

EXTENT – 146 pages

SIZES – 150 x 220 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• From the historian and supporter of liberal socialism who 

represented the critical conscience of the Italian Left, here the 
words of Bobbio speak to the Left of today

• ‘A book that is at once a pamphlet and a pocket-sized classic’  
– il Sole 24 Ore

• Bobbio’s books has been published in English, French, Spanish, 
German and Greek

Is there socialism anywhere there is liberal democracy? And is there space within 
socialism for liberal rights? Can exercising socialist power respect the principles derived 
from liberalism while still achieving its own objectives for social transformation? Or is it 
doomed to sacrifice the former to the latter? To Bobbio, the most ambitious challenge—
and at the same time the most concrete—is precisely how to fuse socialism with liberal 
democracy. In this collection of essays, Bobbio poses these fundamental questions in the 
belief that either socialism will be liberal—succeeding in safeguarding the rights of the 
underdogs along with the principles of liberty—or it won’t, revealing itself instead as a 
sort of authoritarian democracy or, in the worst-case scenario, as yet another dictatorship. 

Norberto Bobbio (1909-2004) was a philosopher of law, legal expert, political scientist, and cul-
tural historian. He left a deep imprint on the philosophical and juridical culture and Italian legal 
philosophy of the second half of the 20th century. He was appointed a senator for life in 1984.
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PHILOSOPHY,
SOCIAL SCIENCES
AND 
LITERARY CRITICISM 



Norberto Bobbio

STUDIES ON HEGEL
RIGHTS, CIVIL SOCIETY  
AND THE STATE

PUBLISHED – 2022

EXTENT – 298 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• A text from the thinker who has left the greatest impression on the 

philosophical and juridical culture and Italian legal philosophy of 
the second half of the 20th century

• Bobbio’s books has been published in English, French, Spanish, 
German and Greek

Studies of Hegel are one of the central components of Bobbio’s reflections. The essays 
in this volume flow into a seamless whole that delves into several of the most critical 
points of the great German philosopher’s thinking. Bobbio presents the problem of the 
relationship between the tradition of natural rights and Hegel’s philosophy, demonstrating 
how the latter is both the completion and the dissolution of the former. If this were to 
identify the State as ‘the culmination of the historical process’, the consummation of 
this vision is in ‘the acknowledgement of the supremacy of the law, understood as the 
utmost manifestation of the rational will of the State’. As the reflection progresses, Bobbio 
analyses the position of rights within the Hegelian philosophical system—those of public 
and private law, in the constitution and in the forms of government are ‘born from an 
internal process, from the natural connection between themes, as if the resolution of one 
problem immediately spawns the creation of another’.

Norberto Bobbio (1909-2004) was a philosopher of law, legal expert, political scientist, and cul-
tural historian. He left a deep imprint on the philosophical and juridical culture and Italian legal 
philosophy of the second half of the 20th century. He was appointed a senator for life in 1984.
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PUBLISHED – 2018

EXTENT – vol. 1: 190 pages
 – vol. 2: 206 pages

SIZES – 140 x 220 mm

RIGHTS SOLD – Albanian

Roberto Esposito

TERMS OF  
THE POLITICAL
VOL. 1 COMMUNITY, 
IMMUNITY, BIOPOLITICS
VOL. 2 POLITICS AND THOUGHT

FOCUS POINTS
• ‘For a new biopolitics that supports the most vulnerable’ – la Repubblica

• A newly revised, expanded, two-volume edition of a work that has 
been translated into numerous languages 

• The first edition has been translated into English, French, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Japanese, Polish

Community, immunity and biopolitics constitute the foundational categories Roberto 
Esposito uses to develop one of the most novel and admired discourses of contemporary 
continental philosophy. Originally published in 2008, Terms of the Political has inau-
gurated a new way of thinking about politics at a time when the limitations of modern 
language have called the biological side of human life into question. After being trans-
lated for release in numerous foreign countries (the United States, France, Japan, Ko-
rea, Poland, Brazil), this work is re-emerging as a new edition enriched with additional 
essays from the author that broaden its contents and extend its horizon. The second 
volume, Politics and Thought, represents an ideal continuation of the first in an increas-
ingly tense interrogation of the biggest questions of our time. The two books are both 
linked yet independent, and they share originality of thought and rigour in a theoretical 
exploration that is increasingly at the centre of contemporary philosophical debate. 

Roberto Esposito taught theoretical philosophy at the Scuola Normale Superiore of Pisa. His publi-
cations, which have been translated into a dozen languages, include Pensiero vivente (2010), Due 
(2013), Da fuori (2016), and Politica e negazione (2018). 
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Antonio Negri

FLOWER  
OF THE DESERT
AN ESSAY ON THE ONTOLOGY 
OF GIACOMO LEOPARDI 

PUBLISHED – 2015

EXTENT – 446 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• From the author of Empire

• World-renowned intellectual Antonio Negri interprets Giacomo 
Leopardi, the foremost Italian poet and philosopher of the 19th century

• Negri’s books has been published in English, French and Spanish

Leopardi’s work and thought are found along that branch of Italian and European phi-
losophy that, beginning with Giordano Bruno and Spinoza, has continued to pursue 
pathways of truth that disregard compatibility with prevailing knowledge and powers. 
This text is a critical journey that never ceases to bait scandal, despite all the attempts 
to disempower Leopardi and render him banal by making him into an icon. Leopardi’s 
materialism, his critiques of the limitations of the Risorgimento, his insistence on under-
standing culture as a part of the becoming of history remain strategically current areas 
of thought. This book offers the opportunity to re-encounter the rebellion of the greatest 
Italian poet and philosopher of the 19th century, freeing him from the burdens of an 
approach that has often quelled his power. Flower of the Desert is a text in which the 
word does not adapt but insists on declaring and affirming the happiness possible in an 
action that in its most intense moment becomes poetry.

Antonio Negri is an internationally famed intellectual and author of numerous texts that have been 
translated and read around the world. In the 1960s and 70s, he was one of the leading theorists 
of Marxist workerism. In collaboration with Michael Hardt, he has written influential books that 
include the widely translated Empire.
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Remo Bodei

LEOPARDI  
AND PHILOSOPHY

PUBLISHED – 2022

EXTENT – 148 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• ‘Remo Bodei’s writings on the poet and thinker from Recanati, 

whose reflections were esteemed by Arthur Schopenhauer and 
Friedrich Nietzsche’ – il Sole 24 Ore

Remo Bodei cultivated his interest in Giacomo Leopardi over many years. He began 
writing about him in 1992, oftentimes for conferences and meetings, including the 
2017 XIV International Conference on Leopardian Studies dedicated to Leopardi 
and the culture of the 20th century. His longstanding intimacy with Leopardi’s works 
brought him to reflect on broad philosophical themes such as the problem and idea 
of evil and the concepts of infinity and limits, including in relation to the debate on 
the sublime and the contrasts between the romantics and classicists. Bodei also goes 
head-to-head with the most significant aspects of Leopardian thought, thematising the 
relationship between the poet and philosophy and the concept of ‘ultraphilosophy’. 
This collection of essays—several of which are published here for the first time and all 
of which have been cross-checked with the sometimes varying versions Bodei kept—
testify the importance of Leopardi to Bodei’s historical and philosophical research.

Remo Bodei (1938-2019), philosopher and historian of philosophy, was a professor at the Scuola 
Normale Superiore of Pisa and taught at various European and American universities. Among his most 
recent works are Limite (2016), Le forme del bello (2017), and Dominio e sottomissione (2019).
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FILM 
AND COMICS 



Matteo Boscarol (ed.)

THE WORLDS  
OF MIYAZAKI
PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNEYS 
THROUGH THE UNIVERSES OF 
THE JAPANESE ARTIST

PUBLISHED – 2018

EXTENT – 164 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• From Princess Mononoke to Bruco the Caterpillar, this book delves 

into the philosophical discourses and doctrine of the works of Hayao 
Miyazaki

Being released as a second edition, The Worlds of Miyazaki is the book that best 
interprets the philosophical discourses and doctrine of Hayao Miyazaki’s work. It 
is neither a monograph of the career of the greatest living animation director nor a 
chronological retelling of his cinematic hits that have beaten every box office record 
in Japan. The essays collected here develop and interweave the major themes that 
Miyazaki’s films have featured throughout his career: from the concept of alternate 
history to the divine presence in Princess Mononoke, the meaning of art to the re-
lationship between nature and science. The text devotes particular attention to the 
feature film The Wind Rises and his most recent short film, Boro the Caterpillar.

Matteo Boscarol is an essayist and film critic who lives in Japan and writes on film and the Far East for 
Il Manifesto. He edited Tetsuo. La Filosofia di Tsukamoto Shin’ya (2013) and William S. Burrough’s 
Rock’n’Roll Virus (2008), and he has contributed to volumes dedicated to Satoshi Kon, Oshima 
Nagisa and Sono Sion, in addition to publishing an essay in World Film Locations: Tokyo (2011).
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Stefano Cristante

CORTO MALTESE
AND THE POETICS OF 
THE FOREIGNER 
EXPLORATIONS INTO  
THE WORKS OF HUGO PRATT  

PUBLISHED – 2022

EXTENT – 196 pages

SIZES – 160 x 220 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• The history, characters, and curiosities of Corto Maltese,  

the classic masterpiece by comic book legend Hugo Pratt

• A newly illustrated edition with over 100 panels

In this book, Stefano Cristante explores the entirety of Hugo Pratt’s (1927–1995) 
oeuvre as one of the premier comic book creators of the 20th century. He traces the 
meticulous construction of unusual characters who are endlessly restless and ready 
to dive into travels, change, and adventures in search of fun as well as wisdom. 
The traits of the anti-hero of the post-WWII era outlined by major screenwriters like 
Alberto Ongaro and Hector Oesterheld were refined and perfected in Pratt’s novel 
work beginning in the 1960s. His creative imagination and his incredible talent 
for storytelling would give life to a poetics with a protagonist who has become the 
quintessential foreigner of graphic literature, Corto Maltese.

Stefano Cristante is a professor of the sociology of communication and sociology of journalism at 
the University of Salento. He is primarily concerned with political communication (public opinion 
studies) and sociology of culture (artistic production and consumption). He is the editor-in-chief of 
the international H-ermes, Journal of Communication.
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ART,
ARCHITECTURE
AND PHOTOGRAPHY



Giovanni Careri

FLIGHTS OF LOVE
ARCHITECTURE, PAINTING 
AND SCULPTURE IN  
BERNINI’S ‘BEL COMPOSTO’ 
 

PUBLISHED – 2017

EXTENT – 190 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

RIGHTS SOLD – French, Chinese

FOCUS POINTS
• A noteworthy contribution to studies of the Baroque period, 

featuring over 40 illustrations

• Giovanni Careri is Director of Studies for the School for Advanced 
Studies in the Social Sciences (‘EHESS’, Paris, France) 

• Careri has been translated in English, French, and Chinese 

This book analyses three cross-medium works by Gian Lorenzo Bernini, namely two 
chapels and a high altar. The central question regards the ‘assembly’ of architecture, 
painting, and sculpture into an organic whole that Bernini termed ‘bel composto’ (‘a 
beautiful whole’). From a theoretical standpoint, the book’s most important proposal 
is that spectators be included in the projection of the various dispositifs inherent to 
the reassembly of expressive heterogeneous registers due to the nature of their me-
dium or their level (narrative, conceptual, or material). The operating principle of the 
paradigm is the ‘pathetic montage’ conceptualised by Sergej Ejzenštejn. The book 
thus represents an important contribution to baroque studies, but it also resonates 
remarkably with current challenges in contemporary art (installations) and film.

Giovanni Careri is Director of Studies at the EHESS of Paris and a professor of art history and theory 
at Iuav University of Venice. His work has been published in French, English, and Italian, and is 
at the intersection of history, theory of art, semiotics, and anthropology. His publications include 
Baroques (2003), La fabbrica degli affetti (2010), and Caravaggio (2017). In partnership with 
Georges Didi-Huberman, he edited L’histoire de l’art depuis Walter Benjamin (2015).
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Tano D’Amico

MERCY  
AND BETRAYAL
PHOTOGRAPHY,  
BEAUTY, TRUTH

PUBLISHED – 2021

EXTENT – 112 pages

SIZES – 130 x 200 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• ‘The photographer of the movements of the ’70s. A peerless 

reporter in both passion and idealistic fervour.’ – Il Fatto Quotidiano

• Tano D’Amico reflects on the potential for trickery or truth in 
historical images

• Featuring 40 photographs

There is the photographer and there is mercy, within and beyond the images. There 
are the downtrodden—us as we were in the movements that would not let up but 
instead continued to advance—and there is their betrayal. There is the courage of 
friendship and of love that steadfastly stand in opposition to one another, and there 
are photographs: images that envelop all of us and that—pushed away, rejected, 
tossed aside—re-emerge and let themselves be rediscovered. In this book, Tano 
D’Amico shares 1960s Italy in a showcase of mercy. His photos represent a humanity 
blurred in between the black and white of the film, courageous in both demands and 
dissent. Through this intensity, the photographs sustain the memory not of the past, 
but of the heart—the heart of the downtrodden who found themselves on the streets, 
in the town squares and on the outskirts, the heart of those who, through betrayal, 
became witnesses of the strength of those images.

Tano D’Amico is perhaps the most-loved photographer of the movements that have fought for over 
half a century to give Italy a new start.
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Tano D’Amico

PHOTOGRAPHY  
AND DESTINY
NOTES ON THE IMAGE
 

PUBLISHED – 2020

EXTENT – 104 pages

SIZES – 130 x 200 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• All of Tano D’Amico’s shots transformed into an icon of protest, 

social struggles and civic engagement

• Featuring over 40 photographs

Can the image love life enough to change destiny?
Tano D’Amico poses this question at the start of Photography and Destiny, a dense 
journal of his memories that underscores the solid bond between images and his-
tory. This book recounts how the photography of the well-standing was imposed 
upon the underclasses, demonstrating just how far removed a good picture can be 
from formal notions of perfection. It speaks of a truth that is diametrically opposed 
to political photography, which is staged. The secret links between photography 
and destiny are thus exposed by the book’s protagonists—the movements, women, 
struggles, workers—in a poetic tale where the image, forever a living metaphor, is 
sustained by the movement of its subjects and the unending love and lifelong ten-
sion for whom the image was searching for. 

Tano D’Amico is perhaps the most-loved photographer of the movements that have fought for over 
half a century to give Italy a new start.
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Giorgio Bianchi

CONTEMPORARY 
THEATRES OF WAR
A FIRST-HAND 
PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORT 

PUBLISHED – 2021

EXTENT – 144 pages

SIZES – 130 x 200 mm

24

FOCUS POINTS
• ‘Giorgio Bianchi’s collection of photographs shares the conflicts 

in Ukraine and Syria from right beside the protagonists’  
– Il Fatto Quotidiano

• Featuring over 50 colour photographs

When a photographer engages in a long-term documentation project in a specific 
place, they become in some ways an integral part of the social fabric of that place. 
Their privileged access to the intimacies of the protagonists’ daily lives means that 
their own point of view is overlaid by—or at least complementary to—that of the 
characters in their story. From this viewpoint, the testimony of the photographer is 
not limited to acting as a caption to the images; it also becomes a part of the story 
itself. Beyond presenting some of Giorgio Bianchi’s most important images from 
Syria and Ukraine, Contemporary Theatres of War is the story of the conflicts that 
have erupted in these places and the consequences they have had on local people, 
seen through the eyes of a witness who has lived through them first-hand alongside 
the story’s protagonists.

Giorgio Bianchi (1973) is an Italian photojournalist, documentarian, and blogger. He has conducted 
reports in Europe, Syria, Russia, Burkina Faso, Vietnam, Myanmar, Nepal, and India. Since 2013 
he has undertaken several trips to Ukraine to document, in photos and film, the crisis taking place 
there, beginning with the Euromaidan protests. Bianchi’s work has received numerous national and 
international honours. 





PSYCHOLOGY,
PSYCHOANALYSIS
AND WELL-BEING



Anna Buzzoni

PERIODS 
FROM ORGASMS TO THE MOON: 
NATURAL PERIODS AND THE 
ECOLOGY OF MENSTRUATION

FORTHCOMING (2022)

EXTENT – 230 pages

SIZES – 140 x 210 mm

27

FOCUS POINTS
• Periods are not an enemy to be defeated, nor are they an 

accessory that one can simply refuse to wear: they are a heritage 
worth protecting

• An absorbing read about the world of today, putting science 
and culture into conversation to create a more equitable and 
sustainable future

Modern life is placing the continuation of the human species at serious risk. Losing 
contact with the natural rhythms of life has brought us to exist in a polluted and pollut-
ing society, one that is individualistic and combative and that almost completely lacks 
an awareness of our bodies and the cycles that regulate them. Yet an obvious solution 
exists. By means of a comparative and interdisciplinary study of periods and the men-
struation cycle, the author offers a captivating look at modern life that puts science and 
culture into conversation to imagine a more equitable and sustainable future. This long-
form essay clearly outlines the wisdom of natural periods, with clear data and practical 
implications for everyday life that allow us to uncover the underlying causes of menstrual 
pains and premenstrual syndrome. The solution is to reclaim both the language and 
awareness of periods and what has been defined as the theory of the ‘period matrix’. 

Anna Buzzoni (1979) became, in 2018, the first Italian to be certified as a teacher of Sensiplan®, the 
German scientific approach toward hormonal health and natural contraception. In 2017, she opened 
her own clinic in Berlin through the Studio Medulla project, which researches the period matrix, the 
menstrual cycle, and ecological transition.



Duccio Demetrio

WHICH GARDEN  
ARE YOU FROM?
COMING TO KNOW ONESELF 
THROUGH SYMBOLS

PUBLISHED – 2016

EXTENT – 180 pages

SIZES – 170 x 240 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• ‘Gardens as a mirror of the soul’

• The history, symbolism, mythology, and tradition of gardening

• Featuring over 100 colour illustrations

Gardens, in their majesty or their modesty, have long been a mirror of the personal-
ity, mood, and lifestyle of the person caring for them. Modelled in our image and 
likeness, the garden carries its own unique philosophy for evaluating our interactions 
in the world. Starting at the beginning and moving up to the present day, Duccio 
Demetrio shares the history, symbolism, mythology, and tradition of gardening, a 
passion as old as humankind that has captivated people of all types. In his text, 
Demetrio identifies over 30 types of gardens with historical or architectural value, 
along with a rich set of iconographic materials. At a time when, on the one hand, 
ecology and sustainability have redirected public attention toward the importance of 
gardens as a public good, and, on the other hand, a lack of resources and unlawful 
building practices have led to urban decay, Which Garden Are You From? reminds 
us that learning about gardens and being enchanted by them means knowing how 
to appreciate beauty in its most sublime contours, beginning with introspection.

Duccio Demetrio, professor of philosophy of education and theories of narration, is the author of 
over 50 works dedicated to the shaping and condition of adulthood and the philosophy of life, writ-
ing, and storytelling.
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Massimo Recalcati

LAW, SUBJECTS  
AND LEGACY
LESSONS FROM VERONA  
IN PSYCHOANALYSIS
 

PUBLISHED – 2020

EXTENT – 388 pages

SIZES – 140 x 220 mm

FOCUS POINTS
• Recalcati is the preeminent psychoanalyst in Italy as well as author 

of numerous bestsellers that have been widely translated 

• The most pressing themes of life: love, parenthood, the relationship 
between law and desire, failure, grief, the necessity of brotherhood

• A new and novel interpretation of Lacan

This volume contains the majority of Massimo Recalcati’s teachings at the University 
of Verona from 2016 to 2019. These lessons were open not only to students but also 
to the city. In them, Recalcati expounded upon Lacan, Freud, psychoanalysis, and 
Christianity to a large, loyal, and attentive public. Every now and then he checked his 
notes and read from passages from the many pages scattered across the lectern. Re-
calcati’s passion for teaching comes through in his writing, which faithfully preserves 
his voice. In addition to a new introduction to Lacan’s scientific thought, the reader 
will find the most current themes of Recalcati’s research addressed with clarity and 
intensity: the secret of the child, heredity, and the influence of Christian doctrine on 
the fundamental themes of the law and behaviour.

Massimo Recalcati is a Lacanian psychoanalyst who trained in Paris under Jacques-Alain Miller. 
One of the foremost psychoanalysts in Italy, he is a member of the Italian Association of Lacanian 
Psychoanalysis and Director of the IRPA (Institute of Applied Psychoanalysis Research). He has 
taught at the Universities of Milan, Padua, Urbino, and Lausanne, and his books have been trans-
lated into numerous languages.
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FOCUS POINTS
• An ambitious volume that investigates the relationship between the 

mind and the brain as well as the most prevalent syndromes of today

• The text addresses science with science and helps even the 
curious reader who lacks a scientific background to understand the 
amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus, and cerebellum

This text aims to produce a synthesis of the main findings of scientific literature, 
particularly regarding pathologies of the limbic system. The text begins with an ana-
tomical and functional description and a synthesis of the neuroimaging techniques 
used to examine this area of the brain. After this, the reader is guided through a 
discussion of the neurobiological processes underlying the most common psychiat-
ric conditions and the neurophysiological effects of the principal psychotherapeutic 
treatments for these conditions.

Marco Pagani earned his PhD in cognitive neurophysiology at the Karolinska Institute of Stockholm. 
He is the Primary Researcher at the Institute of Cognition Sciences and Technologies at the National 
Research Council of Italy.
Sara Carletto is a psychologist and psychotherapist with a PhD in neuroscience. She is a research 
fellow at the Department of Clinical and Biological Sciences at the University of Torino. 
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